love rug," The mob swarmed around a salesman, explaining that they all lived together in a warehouse, and proceeded to discuss the merits of various rugs. Suddenly, after precisely ten minutes, the crowd dispersed, 1 Thus was born the "flash mob," part performance art, part prank, all play.
The people who participated did not all know each other, but came together as a result of a network forged by a chain of forwarded email. Arriving at various bars in the area that evening where they expected to receive instructions, they had no idea what they would be doing that night or where. They merely gathered together expecting to do something fun and strange.
At the bars, mob organizers handed out cards with loose instructions for the event, all precisely timed, and then the participants moved on to their place of assembly. This is the basic structure of the flash mob: precisely planned in its intention but spontaneous in its execution, scheduled yet always a surprise to onlookers, playfully disruptive and ephemeral. The flash mob is a new type of public event which is enabled largely by the organizational capacity of the internet This essay seeks to explore the role of virtual space in giving rise to events that shape physical space. Whereas virtual space is often perceived as a symbolic appendage to physical space, I propose to examine cases in which virtual space actually unfolds within physical space, instigates occurrences within it, and thereby alters the reception of a particular place.
In fact, such cases would seem to satisfy the "true" meaning of virtuality -that is, not something that is merely a symbolic representation of the actual world, but something which exists in parallel to actuality as pure potential The flash mob, a phenomenon characterized by the momentary disruption of the physical environment by a virtual community, is an instance in which the potential of virtuality becomes realized. According to wordspy.com, flash mob is defined as: 'A large group of people who gather in a usually predetermined location, perform some brief action, and then quickly disperse." It is also sometimes called "inexplicable mob." The advent of the flash mob has its precursors in various manipulations of media that somehow erupt into physical space What curiously unites such examples is that in the re-inscription of boundaries delimiting the virtual and the physical, a fundamental subversion of authority seems to occur. I trace the history of the flash mob back to October 30th, 1 938.
What occurred on that day was quite a different phenomenon from the flash mob, yet it certainly shares many characteristics in terms of the relationship between media and event. On that night Orson Welles presented his infamous broadcast of H.G Wells' "War of the Worlds." In an hour-long performance that began at 8:00 PM "Welles would so brilliantly manipulate the properties and conventions of broadcasting that over a million listeners would believe that the United States was actually under attack from marauding armies of Martians. By exploiting the public's deference to voices of authority, and by playing on their endemic fears of war and disaster, their faith in the familiar, and their views of science, Welles gave the country the greatest Halloween scare it had ever experienced. By pulling off the most monumental hoax in broadcast history, Welles provided Americans with the most potent demonstration yet of the enormous power radio wielded in their lives." 2 In a typical broadcast, the radio takes on the role of mediator, and the audience is aware of its separation from the action being depicted. What makes Welles' broadcast significant is that he convinced a large portion of his audience that the events of the broadcast were real: that they were not remote at all, but coextensive with the actual spaces reached by the broadcast. By using the normative techniques of the radio broadcast subversively, Welles was able to transcend the apparent limitations of the medium, projecting a reality rather than merely describing one. The events he described merged with real events, the space indicated in the narrative became real space, and the scripted timeframe replaced real time. For many of the one million listeners who entered into this fictional space, the Martian invasion became an event in which they participated.
How did Welles and scriptwriter Howard Koch achieve this tremendous effect? Much has been made of the fact that many listeners probably tuned in late and did not hear the disclaimer issued at the beginning of the broadcast, yet there were three more disclaimers during the broadcast In Emergency Broadcasting and 7930's American Radio, Edward D. Miller cites a number of techniques that give a sense of credibility to the broadcast. First, the use of familiar place names relates the fictional events directly to the experiential world of the audience. Second, the use of multiple cuts between simulated locations gives the broadcast an authoritative knowledge of happenings in multiple places. Third, simulated eyewitness accounts and interviews fragment a continuous, dramatic narration into multiple viewpoints and reinforce a sense of reality-Fourth, the simulation of accidents and unplanned responses, particularly the employment of dead air for dramatic effect (often to express disbelief or to represent the death of the speaker), provides a sense of spontaneity that mimics that of a real disaster broadcast-The audience had become accustomed to accepting the form of the broadcast as a validation of its content, so much so that people chose to believe the voice emanating from the radio over the (lack of) evidence they could witness in their own towns.
Orson Welles, in a BBC interview years later, claimed that he wanted to challenge the authority of truth that the radio held over the public: "Radio in those days, before the tube and the transistor, wasn't just a noise in somebody's pocketit was a voice of authority. Too much so. At least I thought so. It was time for someone to take the starch, out of some of that authority: hence my broadcast." 3 Media, through those internal devices that establish its position within the discernible, experiential realm, has the ability to alter one's perception of occurrences that take place outside of media, in real space. In the case of "War of the Worlds," a fictional representation gave birth to real events. The events which resulted from the "War of the Worlds" broadcast do not constitute a singular event in the same sense as a local festival; however, they share some carnivalesque qualities of the festival as described by Mikhail Bakhtin in Rabelais and His World. Specifically, Bakhtin's notion of inversion, of everyday settings being transformed by the carnival, of normal social relations being reversed, was an important characteristic of the public response to Welles' broadcast. This notion is manifest within the text of the War of the Worlds novel. One of the characters of the novel, Pierson, is left at the end of the story surveying a familiar landscape which appears strange to him, transformed by his witnessing of the Martian invasion. "The event of the invasion has brought out the estrangement inherent in everyday objects, rendering them as if they have been replaced."" This strangeness of the everyday, a quality of the novel, and of the carnival, seems to be a major psychological factor in the public panic that resulted from the radio broadcast. Many people claimed to have actually seen the aliens or their destructive heat rays when most likely what they saw were everyday occurrences which had been perceptually transformed by their own fear-by the carnivalesque atmosphere initiated by the broadcast. "In Boston, people gathered on rooftops to marvel at the colorful patterns in the night sky produced by the alleged 'burning of New York' -actually the hue of distant neon signs." 5 The broadcast caused the uncanny elements of the everyday to surface in peoples' minds; proving that, although the medieval carnival is a long-forgotten ritual, the carnivalesque still lurks just beneath the surface of everyday society 6 . As I will examine later, this notion of strangeness is also a characteristic of the flash mob. The superimposition of festival temporality onto the spaces which usually support fixed work schedules is an important aspect of the transformative nature of the festival. In his presentation of "War of the Worlds," Orson Welles names many real places, and the fictional narrators travel from one place to the other in order to broadcast reports of the Martian invasion. The travel time allotted for many of these journeys is far less than would actually be possible: For instance, one correspondent apparently travels eleven miles in ninety seconds.
While at the beginning of the broadcast Welles maintains a relatively believable timeframe, by the end the pace of the action has accelerated beyond the realm of possibility. "...only by 'telescoping the reality of dramatic time' could listeners logically accept that within the span of three quarters of an hour, 'large bodies of troops were mobilized, cabinet meetings were held, and savage battles were fought on land, air, and sea.' The 'sheer onrush of events in a rapid-fire manner' severely hindered the listener's ability to apply logical standards 'to the incredible things he was hearing.'" 7
The broadcast initiates a sort of festival temporality in which normal space-time relations are disregarded and the power of logic is subordinated to the dramatic force of the narration, its presumed authority, and the collective credulity of the mob.
The flash mob also contains something of this festival time, where a large number of people are pulled out of their daily schedule and assembled in one location in order to perform a ludicrously brief coordinated action.
The internet shares some commonalities with radio in terms of its relationship to the physical world: its effects are extraspatial while at the same time they are insistent to human perception, perhaps more so than many physical cues. Ricardo Dominguez, one of the cofounders of an art-activist group called Electronic Disturbance Theater, is a pioneer in using the internet to simulate, or even supplant, protest actions. After first using the internet effectively as a tool for coordination and dissemination of information to other activists, Dominguez decided that the World Wide Web itself could become a site for protest. His first action was in solidarity with the Zapatista movement of Southern Mexico Along with a small group of collaborators. Dominguez created a program called FloodNet "The Zapatista FloodNet system would ask, Is there |ustice on this system?' And the system responds, 'Justice is not found on this server' Is there democracy on this server?' 'Democracy is not found on this server' ... And this is called a 404. a traditional function of the Internet that lets you know that what you are looking for doesn't exist on that server And so by doing this small gesture, we create a disturbance because it takes up CPU. It takes up space. In the same way that bodies would take up space, say in real life, these kinds of questions, this kind of reloading takes up space." 8
The FloodNet system is not a self-propagating virus; its effectiveness depends completely on the number of users accessing a web site It is not the program itself that "crashes" the website, but the number of requests made to that website by individual users. Thus the program is designed to simulate the effect of bodies occupying a space of protest, extending the spatial metaphor of the internet such that it begins to merge in practice with actions in physical space. The program is an intervention which clarifies the issue of the protest and allows the users to more clearly understand the collective nature of their isolated actions. During the first major action which employed FloodNet in early 1998, approximately 14,800 people from across the world visited Mexican President Zedillo's website within a prescribed timeframe. 9 While the internet is obviously a non-spatial phenomenon, seemingly the power of the spatial metaphor is so strong, and the interactive properties of the internet so evident, that it has come to take on many of the same social properties as physical space. Although the people who took part in Dominguez's internet sit-in were not directly aware of each others' presence, the frequent failures of Zedillo's server to return their requests provided an indirect indication of the results of their collective actions Furthermore, the time and "address" of the action had been established beforehand, so those participating already had an awareness of their collectivity. The collective reality that these cyber-protesters projected is not dissimilar from that which arose out of the "War of the Worlds" broadcast. A certain suspension of reality is necessary in order to accept the unified nature of thousands of separate individuals scattered across the globe pushing buttons in protest. A sense of inversion is also inherent in the device of the FloodNet, which employs a standard, pragmatic tool in a dysfunctional way that makes the server seem to "speak," to admit its own guilt, or rather the guilt of the institution that sponsors it. This early use of the internet as a site of protest can be seen as prefiguring the realization of an even more potent possibility: the use of virtual actions to bolster the effectiveness of physical actions.
One landmark incident which marks the efflorescence of hybrid physical-virtual social networks is the massive anti-WTO protest in Seattle in 1999. "And you started seeing in 1999 the networks, not only coagulating, but spilling out into the streets."' Dominguez hails the ability of virtual networks to extend the impact of physical events and to make it possible for people who cannot attend the physical event to participate remotely in an act of protest. Through the combination of virtual and physical protest, "...what is considered a small local action becomes a larger global action."" While marching in the street and querying a website are not the same, the temporal coordination of the two, aimed at the same source (an institution and the website supported by that institution) generates a degree of solidarity that projects a unified social space onto a fragmented geographical space. Like the reality projected by Orson Welles and accepted and acted upon by his listeners, the unity of this event is not actual but imagined, yet perhaps we can accept that it is imagined into reality through the actions of the participants. Howard Reingold finds further significance in the 1999 "Battle of Seattle." The use of wireless communication devices allowed for an unprecedented amount of coordination and instant responsiveness among the many disparate groups of protesters.
The protesters formed "...a kind of dynamic, ad hoc alliance that wouldn't have been possible without a mobile, many-tomany, real-time communication network."' 2 Activists were able to post updates instantly to web sites which could be viewed by other activists, allowing the different groups to respond to the situation as it unfolded. The use of cell phones and instant messaging allowed groups to coordinate "swarm tactics," the sudden coming together of a large group of people which prevents authorities from anticipating the location and size of a protest. Digital technologies not only extend the possible field of the protest, as lauded by Dominguez, but also qualitatively change the tactics of the localized protest itself. It is from this background that the flash mob phenomenon emerged. It seems that the world was ready for such a playful exposition of the potentials of this new technology: within only a couple of months of the first flash mob in New York, flash mobs had appeared in numerous cities on six continents. It is perhaps because of the similarity of the flash mob in its organization and execution to the "swarm tactics" employed by activists that Bill, the organizer of the first flash mobs in New York, claims, "There seems to be something inherently political about an inexplicable mob."' 3 Yet most of the early flash mobs, which appeared across the globe during the summer and fall of 2003, Solander 13 are more playful than political A few examples, in Rome, Italy a mob of several hundred people appeared at a bookstore requesting non-existent titles, in Cape Town, South Africa around 150 people converged on a convention center and made duck sounds for eight minutes; in Auckland, New Zealand around 200 people arrived at a Burger King and mooed for one minute; and in Sao Paulo, Brazil, around 100 people met at one of the city's busiest intersections, each removing one shoe and beating it on the pavement several times.
Perhaps the first and the last New York mobs organized by Bill (he gives no surname in interviews) point to the negative and positive potentials of the flash mob. The first mob Bill attempted to organize, before his success at Macy's, ended with police, informed by a recipient of the initial email, preventing participants from entering the planned location. Many other potential flash mobs across the world have been barred by the police; one, in a Prague supermarket, ended in the brutal beating of a photographer by security guards. It seems that the inherently political nature of the inexplicable mob is also inherently distressing to authorities. There is something subversive about the flash mob which seems bound to incite the authorities to respond; even when the intentions are obviously playful and harmless, the spontaneous mass gathering is by its nature threatening to the state apparatus. The capacity of digital technology to allow for easy coordination of large groups of people is a benefit both to institutions and individuals; yet, because this power is now much more accessible to individuals than it has been in the past, it also threatens the role of the institution in society. Perhaps this is the root cause for the desire of state authorities to control these personal networks when they make an appearance in physical space.
The final New York mob organized by Bill, which took place in Times Square, was accidentally hijacked by a non-participant.
As hundreds of people gathered expecting to take cues from an unknown person who would emerge on the scene, an interlocutor produced a neon sign from a suitcase reading "Cafe Thou Art" while flashing the peace sign. Some in the mob took this man's action to be a cue, and started chanting "Peace," while others suspected that he was an imposter and followed the instructions they had been given, chanting "Mob." This random occurrence changed the choreographed form that the mob was supposed to take, pointing at unknown possibilities for mobs to form and take cues from happenstance, essentially conjuring mass events out of everyday occurrences With the flash mob, it seems, the necessity of a focus for an event is eclipsed by the ability to gather a large number of participants. Furthermore, the distinction between participants and audience becomes more blurred the less directed the mob is, and the more responsive it is to the surrounding environment.
Reingold speaks of a crowd of people, particularly when interconnected through digital technology, as having a sort of swarm intelligence, an ability to respond to situations in ways not possible when group actions are directed by an individual." Perhaps the potential emerging out of the flash mob is for truly spontaneous, transformative events, events that could arise out of a loose network of participants and then assume a dynamic character as they move through the space of a city.
The condensed temporality of the flash mob relates to the events that followed Orson Welles' broadcast in 1938; a temporality that erupts out of normalcy, which distorts one's perception of everyday schedules. The time of the flash mob is a festival temporality The absurd brevity of flash mobs points to a sort of abortive festivity, the carnivalesque that lies just beneath the surface (the beach beneath the pavement) gaining expression for an instant, then dissipating. But the temporal significance of the flash mob extends beyond the limits of its occurrence. Perhaps, because of its brevity, witnesses or participants may begin to expect such strange events in their everyday lives, the time of the mob punctuating the expectant time of waiting for a bus, of taking a lunch break. Mobs may seem to occur where one was not planned. Their fleeting nature gestures toward ubiquity, as if any group of strangers might have just dissembled from performing some strange, collective action. This brings us back to the notion of the estrangement of the everyday, a quality inherent to the festival.
The seeming randomness of the flash mob's activities implicates the entire urban landscape as an event site, the whole of the anonymous crowd as participants. Perhaps the flash mob cupation of the flash mob. Unexpectedly, through the playful and creative employment of communications technologies, the physical space of the city becomes reinvigorated by the social capacity of virtual networks.
To me, the flash mob is an expression of the tether between cyberspace and physical space. It is the formation of an event without purpose, merely a playful expression of connection, of networks possible and real. Flash mobs have already found numerous uses in the political and commercial spheres, being employed for rallies by supporters of Howard Dean or promotionally by the rock band Jane's Addiction However, the potential of the flash mob is not in its crystallization as an established format to hold planned events. Its potential is in the connectivity that it indicates, and the possibility for the very notion of "event" to transform as networks of participants are generated in ways not possible even ten years ago. "Groups of people using [digital] tools will gain new forms of social power, new ways to organize their interactions and exchanges just in time and just in place." ' 6 The flash mob marks the growth of spontaneity in events, the reinvigoration of social space, and, perhaps, a renewed interest in openly expressing the carnivalesque aspects of human nature. The flash mob is much like Bakhtin's description of the carnival: "It belongs to the borderline between art and life. In reality, it is life itself, but shaped according to a certain pattern of play." 17 Notes:
